
Summary 

A run completed on 5th September 2018 in memory of our late son Andrew 
who used to run with me occasional in the fells.  It comprises of 30 Southern 
Fells in the Lake District.   

Runner Rob Mckeever; Black Combe Runners 

Challenge Title; Andy’s Southern Lakeland Fells 

37 miles --10,000 feet of ascent—time taken 13 hours 56 minutes 

Notes 

A scenic run the first part on lesser known fells. The route is classed as 
informal/self sufficient with some navigational skills required.  The going is 
good with indistinct/no paths in some parts during the first half of the 
challenge. Having said that virtually all the fells are visible from the preceding 
ones 

Water availability: Stream outlet west side of Devoke Water; Stepping Stones 
(GR 976226 below Grassguards); Walna Scar Road; Seathwaite Tarn. 

Road crossings; Corney Fell summit;  Birker Fell; above stepping stones; Walna 
Scar Road. 

Route; From Whicham Church take the road to the fell –Black Combe—
(descend to the coll take the path to the left follow the path (indistinct in 
places) to a small heap of stone this is---) Stoupdale Crags—Stoneside Hill (no 
path straddle the fence and take a straight line)—Corney Fell road summit—
Great Paddy Crag—Buckbarrow (25m rock scramble to the summit decent to 
the north and pick up the path to the right)—Burnmoor –Whit Fell—Stainton 
Pike—Yodcastle—Woodend Height--White Pike—The Knott—(descend to the 
eastern end of Devoke Water---Water Crag—Rough Crag—Seat How (no path) 
—Birker Fell Road-- Great Worm Crag (via Rough Crag is the best option; bog if 
you take a straight line)  ---White How ----Green Crag---Great Windscales ---
Kepple Crag---(no path, cross to pick up the forest trail (GR991211) at the base 
of Harter Fell follow for half a mile until the gap in trees to the right, where a 
good path leads to Grassguards. From Grassguards cross the wooden bridge 



and take the path through the trees to the right, down to the stepping stones. 
From the stepping stones take the path to the left. Cross the road and follow 
the path to the right, circle the bog clockwise (an SSSI) on the boards.  At 
Walna Scar go through the gate follow the track to Seathwaite tarn)---Grey 
Friar—Great Carrs—Swirl How--Great How—Brim Fell---Coniston Old Man---
Dow Crag—Buck Pike---Brown Pike—White Pike---(descend to Stephenson 
Ground via the LIckle Valley take the road to Broughton Mills (and the pub). 
Hope all this makes sense! 

 

Email—rjmckeever@gmail.com should anyone wish to do it, happy to pass on 
any advice. 

Below Andrew on his 3 estuaries on one tide run. Hest Bank to Millom (in aid 
of Christies Manchester).  Top at the start and below wading through the Kent 
Channel 

 

 

 

 


